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VendingData™ Expands Product Line and Enters Gaming 
Plaque Business 

LAS VEGAS, Nevada- (PRNews Wire)- August 10th, 2006-VendingData™ 
Corporation (AMEX: VNX) announced today that it will be entering the market for 
gaming plaques, which are used internationally by casinos for high stake games 
representing the highest monetary value denomination. 

Plaques are much larger than traditional gaming chips and their shape varies depending 
upon the casinos aesthetic preference - rectangular, oval, etc.  Because they are issued 
to “high rollers”, plaques are usually highly decorative, featuring customized artwork 
of intricate designs specified by the casino.  Dolphin plaques incorporate multiple 
security features of the latest technology – both covert and overt.  In the past, plaques 
have been formed and finished by hand, making them expensive and slow to 
manufacture.  Dolphin plagues are entirely machine made with much higher precision 
while still maintaining the luxurious fell and appearance of the original, including fully 
customized features. 

Mark Newburg, VendingData’s President and CEO stated, “The market for gaming 
plaques is predicted to rise exponentially, due to massive growth in Asia, where casinos 
have extensive facilities for high end gamblers. Our recent acquisition of Dolphin, with 
their manufacturing capabilities, and our patented RFID technology make this a logical 
step in the continuing expansion of our product line and broadening of our revenue 
base.” 

Simon Herbert, VendingData’s Vice President of Global Sales explained, 
“VendingData’s patented RFID technology is a natural addition to the gaming plaque. In 
addition to providing enhanced security, the enhanced technology assists with marketing 
and accounting functions. Currently, there is only one manufacturing source of plaques 
and our customers, including a number of the largest international casino operators, have 
strongly encouraged us to offer an alternative or secondary source. We have developed a 
new manufacturing process which will deliver a highly cost-effective product, with or 
without embedded RFID technology. Casinos will be able to order Dolphin plaques 
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which are superior in construction, more durable and highly decorative with a huge range 
of security features by fourth quarter 2006.” 
 
Simon Herbert continued, “As new entrants to the casino plaque market we will be 
cautious with our projections. Our advanced manufacturing techniques will, however, 
give us a distinct competitive advantage.  
 
 In the International market, casinos have an average ratio of 30% plaques to 70% chips. 
The global market for chips is estimated at 20 million units per year for the next 5 years. 
The value of the global market for plaques can therefore be estimated in excess of 6 
million units per year over the next 5 years.” 
 

 
 
About VendingData Corporation 

 
VendingData Corporation is a Las Vegas-based developer, manufacturer and distributor of 
innovative products for the gaming industry. The company’s products include the Deck 
Checker™, PokerOne™ and RandomPlus™ shuffler lines. VendingData’s newest innovative 
products include the ChipWasherTM and high-frequency Dolphin RFID casino chips. The 
company’s customers include mega-gaming corporations such as Caesars Entertainment, MGM 
Mirage, Station Casinos, and Boyd Gaming as well as major casinos such as The Venetian, 
Foxwoods Resort Casino and the world’s largest poker room, Commerce Casino. International 
customers include casinos in Korea, Macau, Malaysia, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Visit 
the VendingData Web site at http://www.vendingdata.com. 

This release contains forward-looking statements.  Such statements reflect and are subject to risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations.  Factors that 
could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations include, but are not limited to, 
customer and casino acceptance of the new game, regulatory approvals of the new game and the 
risks and factors described from time to time in the Company's reports filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, including, but not limited to the Company’s Form 10-QSB for the quarter 
ended March 31, 2006, and, the Company’s Annual Report on form 10-KSB for the year ended 
December 31, 2005. 
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